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The Monthly Observations 

    for February 2022 

  

Welcome to Psychic & Energy Work’s Observations for “February 2022”.  I hope your new year has 
started well and that you had a nice break.  The narrative below profiles this month through 
spiritual, energetic and number-helped filters.  It can be useful reading it together with the forecast 
for this new year.  It aims to help you learn about and work with dynamics true to self.  Implicit in 
this is intuition; how you’re processing invisible stuff.  Insights about the collective chart can really 

help us make sense of things.  No matter our personal year or placement, what happens outside 
affects self too. 

Scroll down for the Observations about This Month;  

read about this year;  and/or 

visit The Archives to read about last month or earlier. 

  

Would you rather hear the Monthly Observations?  order your files here… 

 

Psychic & Energy Work offers face-to-face, video, phone or email consultations.  Every 

format is just as effective.  To book or ask a question, contact Fran here.   

ps… Fran’s not on email all of the time.  Call or sms for a prompt reply. 

 

“FEBRUARY”S NUMBERS 

Every month brings its own dynamics which interact with the year’s chart.  Outlined below are the 

key numbers followed by my Observations. 

This Month’s Chart 

  each year in 2022 

Birth Number - what we’re here to be/become & exemplify again 2 2024/8 

M.O. - how we’re likely to arrive at that point 42/6 134/8 

Reality Number - the spiritual result(s) of doing such things 44/8 2158/7 

 

  

 

https://www.psychicandenergywork.com.au/psychic-and-energy-work-monthly-observations/about-2022/
https://www.psychicandenergywork.com.au/psychic-and-energy-work-monthly-observations/psychic-and-energy-work-archives/
https://www.psychicandenergywork.com.au/psychic-and-energy-work-audio-files/
https://www.psychicandenergywork.com.au/psychic-and-energy-work-get-in-contact/
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“February 2022”s numerological tally…. 

Combined with the year’s numerological profile, this month produces the following 
count.  Examining a chart from this angle helps us understand what’s going on.  It doesn’t, in itself, 
signal “good” or “bad” (life often delivers a mix).  What we find initially jarring comes to promote 
better states of being.  A count like this can help us make sense of what we need to.  When a number 
presents three or more times, its energetic and spiritual themes (and lessons!) increase.   

The tally for this month is: 

Number 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Frequency 2 4 11 1 6 - 2 2 4 1 

Let’s look at what this might mean for your world….. 

  

“February”s birth numbers are “2” and “2024/8” 
    social dynamics will confirm what we want 

What is success?  An interesting question!  It all stems from one’s state of mind.  “8” is a vibe that 
wants good stuff happening in every sphere.  Within this is essential selfness; not just what’s known 
or tangible.  Great moments, you may have noticed, birth when all aspects of “I” cry, “Yes!”  They, 

therefore, include physical, material, mental, emotional and energetic elements.  Implicit in this is our 
inner voice and gut feel.  Success isn’t real unless it feels right.  Here is where “Feb” will continue 
helping us finetune things.  What better time of the year to do that?!   

“2022” wants to help all selves.  “8” denotes the visions we hold dear – ambitions, dreams, future 
scopes.  It helps us sense what does and doesn’t sit well.  Here, it points to sensory downloads – their 
role in keeping journeys on track.  Intuition, in itself, is never dodgy; only the opinions which filter 

it.  Learning to trust self is an “8” theme.  It helps us realise where life’s not complete.  During such 
times, people often sense that it’s time to grow, leave, adjust.  “8”, in this sense, is the last hurrah in 
tapping into more of what’s manifestable.   

As a chapter, “8” throws the challenge: “You’re not really happy? Whatcha gonna do about that?”  
With “4” also in the birth number this month, the dare in this could get louder.  This number flags 

awareness and launchpad; a phase where such things are honed.  At the start of a Water Tiger year – 
with Tiger meaning action – this is groovy.  Can you sense, here (and again!), how “2022” wants to 
set self up for blessings?  “4” is a time to review and vet; “8” also does that.  Don’t be surprised if this 
month guides you to wider, truer, more fulfilling aspects. 

“2”s also feature in the birth numbers for “February”.  We’re all being shown more about people, 
politics, society.  “2” flags induction, marketing, morés; are customs truly legit?  Australia Day proved 
a nice warm-up with more support for indigenous recognition.  I’ll probably repeat this often this 
year: it’s a potent time for influencing; making change happen; using vote and voice to shape 
things.  Spiritual shifts birth from good grounding.  Written on the Home Page, this is worth restating.  
This year is wonderfully timed.  People are tiring of “blind obedience” and slaving.   

So?  Now is the time to use (all) place and position to good effect.  The universe is vested in the right 
outcomes.  Source is constantly communicating.  Spiritual being isn’t something to call in.  It asks for 
acceptance as a fact.  The Divine is aware; ahead of self always, in every step.  The more we know 
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this, the more we position to receive guidance in integrity.  This is also a “2” dynamic - relationship 
isn’t confined to the realm of creatures.  It also includes our connection with Source – That which 

guides us - even when we’re not “aware”.  Relationship with soul needs us to choose what level of 
help and protection we want.  Only then are folk active as partners in manifesting good flow.  It’s 
amazing what happens when we get out of the way.  Partners in creation, we’re here to receive then 
inject.   

So?  Don’t be surprised if you observe such things this “February”.  “2024” (this month’s specific birth 
number) hints at this, too – i.e. room to process, rest, relax… catharsis… intuitive shifts.  Such things 
require “blank” mind for input; empty canvas for Source to fill.  There aren’t too many “0”s this 
month yet two could promote balanced living.  This flows from the chart, “2022”, given that it adds 
down to “6”.  That dynamic flags healing and health check; equity, justice, peace experienced.  Last 
month saw such states hovering.  Maybe only covid - that’s enough; maybe more.  Linking back to 

what’s observed above….  This month seeks good fit at deeper, truer levels. 

  

 

My Clearing Cards® help you connect 

Life flows best when we let go of egoic self.  Mind can pull us off-
track at times.  Taking time to reboot makes a difference.  
Everything’s linked and explained, assuming we give that the chance 
to occur.  My Clearing Cards® carry two levels of message.  Either or both can help 
you shift and intuit more.  To purchase or read more, go through to my Shop. 

 

This month delivers M.O.s of “42/6” and “134/8” 
   healthy, solid progress is what this month seeks 

The numbers, this “Feb”, should enhance viewpoints.  They’re skewed towards what counts; life 
beyond the surface.  From the time I started writing about this year, last year, I was getting messages 
about this.  The pendulum, life, will swing us back to centre (perhaps louder than we expect).  Such 
dynamics are inherent in this month’s M.O.s, “6” and “8”.  Teaming up, they’ll call for (more) truth; 
rightness as a constant vibe.  We’ll glean things in “February” whilst noticing more re leadership 

and world affairs.  The baton pass from Grace Tame to Dylan Alcott, as Aussies of the Year, is a great 
example.  The world’s at a time of rebirthing.  How can you help this? 

“6” flags lessons in how to help life flow as we intuitively know it can.  “8” denotes that as well.  Both 
of these vibes highlight self’s gut feel.  This month’s M.O.s reinforce the birth numbers above.  All of 
this speaks of learning curve and fulfilment; time to sense how to live better again.  That, of course, 
from a spiritual angle doesn’t revolve around “I”, “me”, “my”.  Self matters but healthy flow is 
wholistic; all elements respected at once.  There is no need to hedge, steal or oppress.  Eleven “2”s 
could show you how to live truer.  “4”s also appear in the M.O.s, reinforcing earlier observations.  It 
could be a phase that opens eyes and, with that, future scope.  It’s time to get going!  The “3” in 
“134” will cement that.  This vibe flags realising, shifting, creating, sharing.  From so many angles, this 
month’s productive.  Use breath to moor well and bring that in!   

“42/6” says that, by checking our foundations and relating well, we’ll help good flow.  It also hints 
that, this month, we’ll become more aware.  “2” is the time we get movement in sync; it’s about 
effectiveness.  “1” flags growth in self-knowledge; “2” helps people go live with that.   In this sense 

https://www.psychicandenergywork.com.au/product/clearing-cards/
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and from another angle, this month should finetune perspectives.  How you step matters, don’t it?  
“Feb ‘22” could help you master this. 

“134/8” is interesting.  “3” is realise and intuit; “4”, research and glean; “8” helps us connect and 
manifest all we can be.  All of these rhythms flag strategic thinking; hitting the bulls-eye better 
again.  They can speak of individuals moving through such things or helping others to do so.  That’s 
worth observing: “4” is the builder, planner, promoter of good.  “3” is the person who facilitates 
expression; connects others to inner/intuitive voice.  “8” can see self helping others brainstorm, 
process, clarify.  All numbers flag how we help each other as example, assistant, mentor, friend.  

 

 
************** 

clearings, healings & meditations over video or phone 

… not to mention readings and other forms of energy work.  Life can presents in ways that stun, often 
just as we need to stay grounded.  Via phone, video or email, I tune in to help you understand and 

clear.  Sessions are recorded so that you can revisit the guidance you’re given.   

To enquire or make a booking, click here. 

Read google reviews here 

************** 

 

“February”s reality numbers are “44/8” and “2158/7” 

    building well; learning what matters 

“7” is a practical number.  It denotes wisdom tangibly used.  It also flags mind – how it can shape life.  
We all swing through that pendulum!  We have every number of the “0” to “9” chart, except “9”, 
this “February”.  That needn’t mean much but it’s worth noting.  Monthly charts aren’t always like 
this.  “9” features, though, in the year’s profile.  With this, can come a greater sense of wholeness; 
less skew of focus on certain vibes.  That’s a furfie because some vibes still have higher tallies.  This 
month could feel more stable/certain in some way. 

“5” emerges, this “February”, in the specific reality number.  That vibe denotes the states we’re due 
to manifest/get to by the 28th.  “5” flags growth, flexibility, forbearance; a time of realising what’s 
possible.  Through people stuff, selfness, bending and learning how to cook, we’ll learn new things.  
“7”, as a reality number, hints of lightbulbs flashing that self cannot ignore.  This could include 

amazing insights about yesterday, yes, but also tomorrow.  Both types of insight help self get life right 
as a total view.  “7” can be seen as time in life’s classroom.  Where are you ready for value-adding, 
wholesome news? 

This month’s reality numbers are karmic: “44” is master number; so is “16/7”.  The former signals 
quality checking; the latter, cycles closing.  “16” helps lives come back to balance.  It closes off 
themes past use-by date.  Acting like this, it functions like “9” – they both want futures spiritually 
birthing.  No matter what a person wants, “16/7” helps paths manifest as self knows they should.  All 
numbers flag how the universe helps us beyond what we know.  Through this, we learn life is a 
current that’s more than we define it as.  Spiritual and energetic health really matter, especially in the 
decade “202x”.   

 

Metal Ox to Water Tiger? 
    from mind and structure to flow, action and feeling 

https://www.psychicandenergywork.com.au/psychic-and-energy-work-get-in-contact/
https://search.google.com/local/reviews?placeid=ChIJ2RRaQQiwEmsRzEJjLGVl9fM
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I’m not an expert in Chinese star signs so please research such things for more depth.  Theodora Lau 
is a wonderful expert.  Google to find your right expert.  These things said… 

Our shift into Tiger from Ox speaks of more action, energy, movement.  Think of the beasts: Ox is 
slow and sure; Tiger is firey, more active.  It could be seen as sharper than Ox.  Where Tiger can 
spring; Ox steps solid.  Both add value in their own ways.  This new lunar year will feel different. 

Metal denotes the mental realm; Air; at times, too much head stuff and thinking.  That can benefit 
strategy and planning.  Did “2021” help you do such things?  Water moves us into feeling and 
sensing; more caring, perhaps, and responsiveness.  This year’s new element and lunar sign hint at 
more flow, expression and engagement.  Life might start to feel more easy or constant, perhaps up 
and down.  Ox can feel stuck when self digs its heels in.  It can also use big sticks against rebels.  We 
saw such things in “2021”.  Many are hoping for wholesome shifts.   

Tiger’s Western face is Aquarius so two Airy elements feature this lunars year.  This can point to 

escapism – holidays!? – more dynamic vibes that are open to change.  I hope you can sense how this 
new lunar year could unfold for you.  It’s due to be an uplifting phase that will ask us to ground 
before we leap!  That said, it will energise, embolden; wisely or not, both states could grow.  
“February”s numbers will help Water Tiger.  Lots of passive vibes will mentor what’s “over the top”.  
That doesn’t mean no excitement.  It just augers well for healthy starts.  As usual, we’ll benefit from 
remembering to use breath and centre first. 

 

 

What about your chart? 

We each have a specific numerological profile that stems from our date of birth, full birth name and 
last birthday.  I’ve outlined the collective rhythms for this month but have not talked about your 
personal chart.  Readings that merge numbers with intuitive downloads can help you transition 
through all sorts of things.  They’re all about soul - linking to and channelling it more - and what can 
occur when we do this.   

Contact to book a session concerning past, present or future, or energetic phenomena; 

Organise meditation sessions and files, and audio files; 

  Buy my Clearing Cards®; 

    Read about last month or earlier in The Archives;  

      Check out my courses;  

        Read some articles; and  

Come back from 7 Feb to hear this month’s interview with Michael Hunter on Three D Radio’s 
Metaphysical Show.  We never know what’s going to happen as the program goes to air on the first 
Thursday of every month.  We offer free mini-readings so feel free to email your date of birth and 
question or topic to metaphysicalshow@gmail.com.  If you miss the Show, we’ll save your 
questions for next month.  The program likes to be interactive and your details aren’t used 
for any other purpose.  Join us live-to-air on Thursday 3rd at threedradio.com from 9pm, 
Adelaide (South Australia) time, or revisit this page to hear it from Mon 7th.     
                                                                     microphone image kindly supplied by gustavofer74 at pixabay.com 

 

 

 

http://www.theodoralau.com/
https://www.google.com/
https://www.psychicandenergywork.com.au/psychic-and-energy-work-get-in-contact/
https://www.psychicandenergywork.com.au/product-category/psychic-and-energy-work-meditation-files/
https://www.psychicandenergywork.com.au/product/audio-files/
https://www.psychicandenergywork.com.au/product/clearing-cards/
https://www.psychicandenergywork.com.au/psychic-and-energy-work-monthly-observations/psychic-and-energy-work-archives/
https://www.psychicandenergywork.com.au/psychic-and-energy-work-intuitive-development-courses/
https://www.psychicandenergywork.com.au/psychic-and-energy-work-articles/
mailto:metaphysicalshow@gmail.com
https://www.threedradio.com/
https://pixabay.com/users/gustavofer74-791316/
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 To send through your questions or booking requests, 

click on the numbers to the left of this screen (or here!). 

wishing you an affirming February 

https://www.psychicandenergywork.com.au/psychic-and-energy-work-get-in-contact/

